The Top 8 Most Cute Snakes in
The World Today 2021
In this article, we will talk about the Top 10 most cute snakes
in the world. Friends, more than 2500 species of snakes are
found all over the world. Which has poisonous snakes as well as
non-poisonous ones.
But when the name of the snake is also taken, people get scared.
But friends, in this article today, I am going to tell you about
some such snakes in the world, which are very cute snakes. So
Let’s Start

1. Green Vine Snake

This snake is found in Southern Asia. It is green in color and has
white-colored stripes on top of it. This snake is semi venomous.
Only light sleep is felt on its bite.
It is not poisonous at all. This snake lives on trees away from
human settlements. It eats lizards and small insects.
When this snake feels threatened, it opens its mouth and comes
to bite posture. This snake does not lay eggs, it produces
children. It is a very beautiful and cute snake.

2. Red-headed Krait

Friends, on hearing the name of this snake, you must have
understood that the head of this snake will be red in color,

which is very beautiful in appearance. This snake is found in the
southern hills of Thailand, which are 7 feet long.
Friends, if you see this snake somewhere, then you have
absolutely no need to fear because this snake eats other snakes.
According to a report, it has been found that no person has died
due to the bite of this snake.

3. Green Tree Python

This snake is very beautiful because the color of this snake is
like the green leaves of trees. This snake is often found in
Australia and Niugini Islands and its greenery is very
spectacular in appearance.

But friends, seeing the beauty of this snake, do not forget to
consider it naive because this snake is very dangerous too. This
snake is 6 feet tall and the green place is the favorite place of
this snake.

4. Blue Racer

Friends, as its name itself you may have come to know that it is
a blue snake. This snake is found on Peninsula Island and this
snake likes to live in a wet place very much. Sometimes it is also
found in wooden houses.
The blue glowing color of this snake can attract any person
further. These snakes are 5 to 6 feet long and the special thing is
that these snakes are not poisonous at all. These snakes eat
small insects.

5. Green Keelback Snake

Friends, this snake is green and very beautiful in appearance,
which is found in the southern forest of India. This snake got its
name Green keelback because its tail is extremely pointed and
green in color.
This snake is not poisonous at all, but some people kill it out of
fear. Because people mistakenly consider it the Green Pit Viper,
which is counted among the most poisonous snakes in the
world.
Green keelback snakes are up to 1 meter long and these snakes
are often seen more during the rainy season. These snakes eat
frogs, rats, and lizards.

6. White Snake

Friends, by now you must have heard or seen about black and
brown snakes, but I am going to tell you, milk-colored snakes.
This white snake, which is milk-colored in appearance, has been
caught in the Australian forest.
According to the World Forest Organization, these snakes are
now rarely seen. Seeing the white color of this snake, every
person will become obsessed with it.

7. Corn Snake

It is a very beautiful snake found in North America. There are
many species of this snake. But the snake we are talking about.
The color of this snake is orange and white stripes are made on
top.
It is a non-venomous snake. It eats rats and other small
creatures. People raise this snake with great passion all over the
world.

8. Ball Python

The ball python is also called Royal Python. It is a python
species snake found in West and Central Africa. This snake lives
in bushes, grasslands, and forests. This non-venomous python
is the smallest of Africa’s python species.
It can be up to 6 feet long. He got his name as a ball python
because when he feels danger, then he makes himself like a ball.
People also raise this snake with great passion.
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